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Low 00 budget? Don't just mope around
in the gym until dad strikes
,
lucky. Derek Daly and David..Kennedy didn't. .. By MARK HUGHES
}

I

n the car park adjacent to
Dundrum m~ntal asylum on
the outskirts of Dublin, two
desperate characters sat and
discussed whether it was to
be Alaska or Australia. The
ginger one didn't want to go
to Australia, the fair-haired
one didn't fancy the cold of Alaska.
But that they were going - somewhere
- had been cast-iron established.
There was nothing to keep two
would-be racing drivers in the Republic
of Ireland in the winter of IQ74-75: a
three-day week, a place with no racing
pedigree; they may as well have been
trying to get to the moon.
But sometimes knowing how long
the odds are just slows you down.
After all, they were already further
along the path than when they'd
started a couple of years ago. "Derek
didn't have a race ca.r,but he had a
road car;' says David Kennedy of his
friend Derek Daly, "whereas I had a
race car but no road car. Between us
we bought a rope." The early days
had seen Daly's Ford Anglia towing
Kennedy's Formula Ford to the recently
opened Mondello Park track from
their homes about 40 minutes away.
"Yeah, sometimes we couldn't
decide between us if we were going
to stop at the traffic lights - and the
Anglia's hrake lights didn't always
work," says Kennedy with his magical
Irish storyteller's way, sharpened by
amost four decades in the business
as a shrewd operator. He embellishes

beantifully: "As the rope got shorter,
so my reactions got sharper - and I
became the best slipstreamer ever!"
Daly retains a wide-eyed wonder
at where he was deposited, the life
he was given, by the rocketship of
circumstance, graft and sheer bloody
desperate nerve they were unwittingly
about to sit astride. "David was very
slow," he recalls. "So he gave me a go
- and I was equally slow. We had no
idea what we were doing:'
Kennedy traded in the Lotus 51
for a Royale RP3, which in turn made
way for a Merlyn MknA. "By that
time there was no rope left," says
Kennedy. "Only a knot! With about
eight inches between my face and
a rusty rear bumper my facial
expression was frozen to one of
concentration and fear. Even today
I still blink one eye at a time!"
Then Daly had bought his own car
- from a teller with the Ulster Bank in
Dublin, a guy called Eddie Jordan who
Kennedy had actually introduced to
the sport: "I had about a hundred jobs
a week and one of them was at this
bank and 1 got EJ into it. We thought
he was way too old and way too ugly
ever to amount to anything in racing."
Daly had bought Jordan's Lotus 51.
"I gave Eddie the Anglia and £400,"
says Derek. "It was supposed to come
with an engine - which I'm waiting for
still. To run it, my dad took out a loan
on the pretence of starting a used-car
business. The bank manager didn't
need to know that the used car was a

Formula Ford Lotus." Daly's dad ran a
grocer's shop. Derek had been walking
back there after a day at school as a
12-year-old in the mid-1Q60s when
he saw a van parked in the street with
'Sid Taylor Racing' writ upon the sides.
Intrigued, he mentioned it to dad, who
informed him that it belonged to the
brother of the lady from across the
street who did her shopping there and that if Derek was interested Sid
would show him the racing car inside.
"Inside was this beautiful white
Brabham BTB F3 car, with a green
stripe and a shamrock. That was the
beginning of my destiny. He was racing
at Dunboyne and we went along to
watch. Also competing in the Libre
race that day was Mo Nunn. Both
these guys would later figure in my
career, almost like it had been fate."

"I gave Eddie Jordan the
Anglia and £400. The
FFord was supposed to
have an engine - which
I'm waiting for still"
Derek Daly

So on a shoestring and a rope, the
two racers had acquired a bit of
experience. But they needed better
equipment and something to run it
with. \Vhich is where the bright idea of
the mines came from. "There was an oil
pipeline being laid in Alaska and the
money was good there," says Daly, "but
they took £1000 out of your money
to provide you with the extreme
cold-weather clothing - whereas in
Australia all you needed was a T-shirt
and a pair of shorts. That was the
clincher. Ten days after making the
decision we were flying out there."
Kennedy: "Ah well now, yes, but not
without a snag or two." Obviously.
"Derek held the tickets and we headed
for the airport to get to London for a
Qpm flight, the tirst leg of our journey.
Turned out the flight had left at Qam.
So we missed all our links and went
out a week later via Poland, where
they wouIdo't let us get on the plane ••..
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•••because Derek had packed his
passport in his suitcase - which was
checked in. At that point I decided I
was taking control of my own destiny.
\Ve hadn't been tested in our domestic
idyll. Funny how your life can he
informed by early stuff like that.
"As a digression, just a few weeks ago
Derek's son Conar was testing for our
Status GP3 team at Jerez. Derek was
there but then left and headed for the
airport. Then I get a call. 'David, can you
come to the airport, I've taken Conor's
passport instead of mine!' I got there
and there was exactly the same look
of bewilderment and shock on Derek's
face as in Poland 30,000 years ago!"
Daly: "'We arrived in Perth, then
took a light aircraft out to the bush
in the north-west to a place called

Cliffs Robe River, literally dropped
into the middle of the bush:'
Kennedy: "It' was an iron-ore mine,
open cast. Set in an industrial area
around a port that covered several
miles, mountains of it. You could~ ..
pick iron are up off the ground there.
There would be a line of Japanese ships
almost to the horizon, lining up to be
loaded in the port, then weighed down
and heading back out to feed the

....•..............................• _
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mother country, enabling it to make
millions of Datsun Sunnys,"
1
r
;
Daly: "We were labourers. We had
shovels and had to go around the plant
shovelling up the are that had fallen
off the belt. There were crushers and
a belt leading to a machine that ground
it down, then it went to the ship. The
belts would always be stopping and the
are would falloff. It was the devil's
mission. It was the hardest, dirtiest,
hottest, most enjoyable time of my
DAVID KENNEDY
life! Every two weeks we'd go to the
mess hall where we'd receive our pay
BORN:January 15 1953, Sligo
cheques. It was almost a game to see
CAREER: After Formula Ford and a
how many hours you could clock.
I,. stint in European F3, Kennedy was a
• There were no limits, only your own
star of the Aurora British F1 series in
endurance. For a standard eight -hour
11979 (taking three wins to add to his
shift you were paid a standard rate, for
i debut victory in '78) before moving
• tI:e next eight hours you'd get d9uble
into F1 proper with Shadow in 1980.
'and if you could do a third, YOlfd get
~ That was a disaster, but Kennedy
1 triple. You did as much as you
refocused and enjoyed a long career
r." physically could. It was a rough old
as a sportscar professional in Europe,
•
place. There was the sOlUld of gunshot
Japan and the US. He then headed
the first time we arrived at the mess
up the Mazda operation and chose
h311.It was common for guns to settle
the driver line-up that won le Mans
arguments. A lot of tough-looking guys
1991. He is now a team principal of
with tattoos, a few drug addicts. That
Status GP.which took A1GPIreland
was my first encounter with drugs. I
glory with Adam Carroll and now
walked into the lodging room and the
competes in the GP3 Series.
guy there was concocting something
with a Bunsen burner and a spoon I thought he was heating up some
Bovril, that's how naive I was."
Kennedy: "The majority of people
there were vagrants, on the run or
vagabonds of some sort, but there were
a few with genuine ambition. There
were a lot of drug addicts there, some
dangerous individuals. They'd be
interested in getting you to give them
money for drugs but as I didn't smoke
or drink, and still don't, that stuff
wasn't even on my radar. A whole other
group saw life through a bottle. The
odd student would show up and they
were welcome relief. I'd say I spent
more time on the end of a shovel than
Derek. One of the games we played ••.
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Kennedy (\) with James Hunt
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•••on the night shift was shovelhopping, where you'd get on the shovel
and pogo. I held the record at 235. But
then the blade snapped. The foreman
thought we were very hard workers,
always snapping shovels,"
Daly: "At first we lived in wooden
huts on the site, where there was
enough room for a bed and your
clothes. Later we moved into the
single-men's quarters in town where
you had the luxury of your own room.
The town was called Wickham and
had been built just a few years earlier
specifically for the mine. There
was pretty much everything there
you might need:'
Kennedy: "It was a tumbleweed town
of clapper-board and aluminium. If it
had blown away no-one would've
noticed. There were a couple of bars.
the lights on the 'B' of a Budweiser
sign outside had gone out. The place
was 99 per cent male. The agenda
was cash, nothing else. You'd see a
few Aborigines stagger in and out
of town, a very sad sight. We had
to batten down the hatches once
because Typhoon Tracy was coming
- it ended up taking out Darwin:'
Daly: "Going to the cinema on the
weekend - it was outdoors! A seat
in a field. It felt normal then, sounds
funny now. There was a local racetrack,
Roebourne International Raceway,
a dirt track. I did a couple of races
there in a Holden Monaro. It was a
contact sport, the cars built around
a spaceframe:' [The race track is
now a waste-disposal site).
Kennedy: "We'd get letters fro
home. EJ and Bernard DevaneY' woUld
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keep us informed of what was
happening in the racing scene.
The hardest ones were letters from
our parents saying, 'Don't come
hack, there's nothing for you in
Europe: But we had an agenda."
For six months - the space of the
European racing off-season plus a bit
more - the two itinerant Irishmen
laboured. \Vhen they returned, bearded

"The hardest ones were
letters from our parents
saying, 'Don't come
~•.
back, there's nothing
'"- .
for you in Europe'"
David Kennedy

and savage-looking but no longer naive
boys, they were armed with cash. Daly
had brought back £5000, Kennedy a
little more. They each undertook a full
season of Irish Formula Ford in 1975
and were very competitive, Daly in
particular. "I'd bought a Crossle 2SF
from my friend Gary Gibson," he
recalls, "and I could never quite get a
win in it. But at the Irish Festival I was
racing Bernard Devaney for the lead. I
made a lunge down his inside at Shell
and I recall actually seeing his eyeballs
in his mirror as he went to block me.
I couldn't stop and rode over his rear
wheel, rolled and crawled out from
beneath the wrecked car. That was it
for me, money all used up, car wrecked.
After we'd loaded the remains onto the
trailer I was just shooting the breeze
with my dad and my brother when a

'';7

.•
guy walked over with a three-quarterlength green hunting jacket and said,
'If you can repair that, bring it up to
the factory and we'll exchange it for
a brand new Crossle 30F: It was John
Crosslel David Kennedy lent me £600
and Minister Engines helped and we
did it. There were still 11 races of the
season left and with that car I set pole
for all 11, won nine and took the Irish
championship. That was it, I was on my
way. Selling a championship~winning
car gave me enough to get over to
England for the '76 season."
Going with him was Kennedy.
They each took an ancient old bus
in which to live and transport their
cars. Kennedy took with him his
girlfriend - and now wife - Fiona
as chief bottle washer. She also
became very adept at changing
Formula Ford gearbox ratios.
"My bus was a 1953 Bedford," says
Kennedy. "It cost me £50 - and
that was so the farmer could build
something to rehouse his chickens.
Derek's was much newer - a '61 I
think! My bus had once served as the
changing rooms at Ardmore Studios

DEREK DAlY
BDRN: March 111953. Dundrum
CARfPb Daly won a British F3 crown

in 1917,-then took European F2 wins
for Ardmore Racing and Ron Dennis's
Project 4 squad in 1978 and '79. He

combined this with Fl, and would
make his name with several large
accidents for Tyrrell and points
finishes with Williams. He was a
European pioneer in Indycars. but
suffered bad leg injuries in a crash at
Michigan in '84. After recovering he
raced again in Indycars. then had
much success in IMSAsportscars with
Nissan.latterly he is better known as
a TVcommentator on Filn the US.

RETROSPECTIVE
MINING A SEAM
and Elizabeth Taylor had used it there:'
These two guys with fire in their
bellies, hardened now to the ways of
racing and knowing what ambition and
confidence could do, were the stars of
British Formula Ford 1976. Kennedy
won both the RAC and Townsend
Thoresen championships against a
stellar field, Daly took the prestigious
Festival. The kudos and links this
brought them had them in F3 the
following year - Daly winning a British
title, Kennedy having a more difficult
time in European F3 with a team that
collapsed when one of its principals got
involved in a drugs deal. But they were
each on their way to Fl - something
that would have looked like a hopeless
fantasy for those two guys sitting in
the car park arguing the toss.
Daly: "I was sitting on pole for the
F3 support race to the Austrian Grand
Prix in '77, Nelson Piquet alongside me.
A guy with a limp walked over and said
to my benefactor Derek MacMahon,
'If he wins this one, I'll put him in an
FI car before the end of the year: It
was Sid Taylor! He was at that time
building the Fl Theodore, which I
tested that November at Goodwood:'
A few months later Daly would be
leading on his Fl debut - in a Hesketh
at the very wet lnternational Trophy
at Silverstone. Only a problem with
his visor denied him a victory, this
ironically paving the way for a win
by fellow new boy Keke Rosberg - in
the Theodore! Later Daly would star
with Mo Nunn's underfinanced Ensign.
His F1 career lasted five seasons and
culminated in a Williams seat, but his
early promise was not fulfilled, the
result, he now feels, of lack of selfknowledge. A couple of years ago he
wrote a fascinating book, Race to 'Win,
on the subject of achieving your
potential. His son Conor has starred
in American junior racing and is set
for a season of GP3 in 2011.
Kennedy won on his Fl debut - but
it was in the Aurora series, the British
championship for Fl cars. This was at
the end of 1978, the prelude to a full
season in Teddy Yip Racing Wolfs
in '79, when he was championship
runner-up. The team was run by ... Sid
Taylor. This was Kennedy's launchpad
into F1-proper with Shadow in lQ80,
but with a hopelessly rmderfinanced
team and underengineered car. He
never again raced in the top category
but parlayed his Fl status into a
lucrative and successful sportscar
career - he took three consecutive
Le Mans class wins and was the brains
behind the Mazda programme that
triumphed in the 24 Hours in '91.
His Status GP3 team is co-owned by
Teddy Yip Jr, the late team owner's son.
All from a length of rope and a
discussion in a dark, wet car park. Well,
that's how they would tell it, anyhow.:9.
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